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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

How Egg-citing! 

Create a “nest” into which you will drop a hard-boiled egg  
from different heights, trying not to crack it.

Materials

2 hard-boiled eggs
string
straws

5 paper towels
clay
pencils

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

What types of nests were the most successful? Why?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

That’s Tree-mendous: Plant Structures

Create “tree roots” that have the ability to stabilize a “tree”  
in soil. Use your pencil as the tree trunk.

Materials

pencil
chenille stems

soil

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your knowledge of plant roots help you?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Team Marble: Friction

Create a luge for marbles. Find a surface that lets the marbles go fastest.

Materials

paper towel roll, cut in  
   half lengthwise
marbles
glue

a variety of surfaces,  
   such as cardboard,  
   cloth, sand, and soil
stopwatch

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How does your experience of having walked on different surfaces help you explain the 
results of this project?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

In the Wind

Create a wind chime that can be heard from about 6 feet (2 m) away.

Materials

paper towel roll
scissors
string or thread
tape

a variety of buttons
tabletop fan
keys (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your design determine how much wind would be needed to cause a sound 
that could be heard from 6 feet (2 m) away?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

A Stone Wall

Create a stone wall that is strong enough to support  
two 1-liter bottles of water.

Materials

clay
10 medium-sized rocks

2 1-liter bottles of water

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your stone wall support the bottles’ weight?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Card Trick: Magnetism

Create a house of cards without directly touching the  
cards during construction.

Materials

6 playing cards
craft sticks
paper clips

tape
magnets

Caution: Keep small magnets away from young children who might mistakenly or intentionally swallow them. Seek 
immediate medical attention if you suspect a child may have swallowed a magnet.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your placement of the paper clips help while you constructed your house of 
cards?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Energy at Play

A Newton’s cradle is a set of suspended spheres that show transfer of motion. Create 
a Newton’s cradle.

Materials

shoe box 
string, thread, or fishing  
   line
masking tape

5 marshmallows
5 chenille stems or paper  
   clips

Caution: Some methods of cutting holes in cardboard can cause injury if not done with care. This should only be 
done with the use of goggles and with adult supervision.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your placement of holes in the box affect how the cradle worked?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

What’s on Your Roof?

Create two buildings—one with an eco-friendly roof and one with an ordinary roof. 
Compare the temperatures of the buildings’ interiors over time.

Materials

2 identical boxes
plastic bags
soil 
a variety of small plants,  
   such as moss, grasses,  
   and herbs

water
aluminum foil
sandpaper
craft sticks
newspaper
2 thermometers

Caution: Before beginning any nature activity, ask families’ permission and inquire about students’ plant and 
animal allergies.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the buildings’ roof features affect the temperature of their interiors? How would 
people who live in these types of buildings experience summer and winter?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

It’s in My Veins: The Human Body

Create a tube with “safety valves” that only allow a one-way flow of sand. 

Materials

toilet paper roll cut in half  
   lengthwise
scissors

small piece of heavy  
   cardboard
tape
sand

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did gravity affect the way sand moved through the tube? How do such valves 
work in human veins and the human heart?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Keep Me in Suspense!

Create a suspension bridge that can hold a canned soft drink. Use the box sides as 
the ends to which you connect the bridge. 

Materials

1 or 2 cardboard boxes 
string or yarn
craft sticks
tape

canned soft drink
narrow piece of  
   cardboard (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your arrangement of the string or yarn help strengthen the bridge? 
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Going for a Ride: Simple Machines

Create a miniature catapult that will send a bead or  
ball of paper into a nearby bowl.

Materials

15 to 20 dominoes
spoon
bowl
bead or ball of paper

clay
craft stick
tape

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your design of the catapult affect the speed and direction of the bead or ball 
of paper?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Come On In!

Create a picket fence with a gate that can open and close. 

Materials

craft sticks
glue
clay

paper clips
pencils
rubber bands

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your knowledge of door hinges help you?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

The Last Parachute

Create a parachute that takes the longest amount of time to reach the ground. Be 
sure to use identical weights and the same amount of string and tape when testing 
different designs.  

Materials

scissors
a variety of materials,  
   such as plastic bags,  
   tissue paper, and fabric
string or yarn

tape
weights, such as coins or  
   small plastic toys
stopwatch

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the materials you used affect the flight of the parachutes?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Bobblehead Dolls

Create a bobblehead doll of your choice.  

Materials

clay
egg carton segment
paper clips
pencil

toothpicks
markers 
fabric (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the weight of the clay in the head affect how the bobbling worked?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

“Weigh” to Go! 

Create a ramp to test the speeds of a toy car  
when it carries different weights. 

Materials

toy car
weights, such as coins
tape

cardboard
books
stopwatch

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the weights you added to the toy car affect its speed? 
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Test the Wind

Create a weather vane.  

Materials

cardboard
construction paper
craft sticks
chenille stems

tape
compass
small toys
clay (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How much wind was needed to turn your weather vane? What did you find when you 
used your compass to test wind direction?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Morse Phone?

Create a device through which you can send and  
receive a Morse code message.

Materials

2 paper cups
pencil
string

washer
metal spoon

Caution: Some methods of cutting holes in paper cups can cause injury if not done with care. This should only be 
done with the use of goggles and with adult supervision.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How was the sound transfer of Morse code signals different from a voice through the 
phone?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Don’t Lose Your Marbles!

Create a marble run that includes at least one tunnel, one jump, and one  
domino-related activity. Time the runs as you use different marbles.

Materials

several marbles
toilet paper tubes
several books
string
cardboard
craft sticks
aluminum foil

clay
paintbrush
tape
10 to 15 dominoes
stopwatch
fabric (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your design affect the different marbles’ times? What would you change 
about your run after seeing each marble go through?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Feed the Birds

Create a bird feeder.

Materials

pieces of wood
craft sticks
small boxes
a variety of containers,  
   such as empty milk  
   cartons and plastic  
   bowls, cups, and plates

glue
a variety of decorating  
   materials, such as  
   markers and paint
birdseed

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How does your bird feeder allow birds to obtain birdseed? What would you change 
about your bird feeder to keep out squirrels?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Swinging: Force and Motion

Create a pendulum.  

Materials

cardboard box
craft sticks
pencil
string

washer
tape
glue
stopwatch

Caution: Some methods of cutting holes in cardboard can cause injury if not done with care. This should only be 
done with the use of goggles and with adult supervision.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did creating a pendulum help you understand gravity and inertia? 
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Sailing the Seas

Create a sail that makes a sailboat travel fastest. 

Materials

empty cardboard milk  
   carton
clay
craft sticks
string
tape 

fabric 
scissors 
tabletop fan
large container filled with  
   water 
stopwatch

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

Why did the sail that made the sailboat travel fastest work the best? How did the shape 
of the other sails affect their speed?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Move It: The Human Body

Create two models of human body joints—a ball-and-socket joint and a hinge joint. 
Move your knee and shoulder to compare them with the joints you create. 

Materials

spherical lollipops
aluminum foil
small cups
cardboard

craft sticks
glue
tape
clay (optional)

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did observing the way your shoulder and knee joints move help you create your 
models?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

A Table for Two

Use the fewest amount of craft sticks needed to create a  
mini-table that can support a canned soft drink.

Materials

craft sticks
glue

tape
canned soft drink

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

What shapes helped you create a mini-table that was strong enough to hold the 
weight?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Take the Stairs

Create a staircase with a landing on each floor. Your stairs may be straight, spiral, or 
any other configuration. Each step must be able to support a coin. 

Materials

cardboard
scissors
craft sticks
chenille stems

glue
tape
coins

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your supporting structure help hold up your staircase? 
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Like Oil and Water: Density

Create a device to test the density of different liquids. 

Materials

clay
paper cups
ruler or balsa wood
string
chenille stems

glue 
a variety of liquids, such  
   as cooking oil, water,  
   honey, and salt water
measuring cup (optional)

Caution: Before beginning any food activity, ask families’ permission and inquire about students’ food allergies and 
religious or other food restrictions.

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the amount of the liquids needed differ to get the device to equilibrium? What 
does that indicate about the densities of the liquids?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Have a Seat!

Create a chair that can support a bottle of water. 

Materials

a variety of dried pasta,  
   such as angel hair, ziti,  
   and elbow macaroni

glue
bottle of water

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did the different types of pasta affect the strength of the chair?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Get a Handle on It

Create a device that will allow you to lift a plastic spoon from the floor without 
directly touching the spoon. 

Materials

paper clip
pencil
cardboard
chenille stems
craft sticks
clay

rubber bands
plates, bowls, and cups
scissors
string or yarn
plastic spoon

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your device allow you to lift the spoon? 
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

A Windy Day

Create a device that uses the wind to help sharpen a pencil. 

Materials

paper cups
clay
cardboard
chenille stems
dowels
craft sticks
small pencil sharpener
egg carton segment 

pencil
string
ruler
scissors
glue
tape
tabletop fan

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How might energy from the wind be used to do other kinds of work?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

A Spider’s Web

Create a spiderweb that is at least 1 foot (30 cm) in diameter that can withstand the 
force of a carefully tossed disposable foam ball.

Materials

string or thread
scissors
4 inches (10 cm) of tape

box
disposable foam ball

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did your connections between the web material and the box help the web 
withstand the force of the ball?
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Name

Read the task. Then, follow the steps to complete the task.

Take a Ride!

Create a mini Ferris wheel that can move like the real thing. 

Materials

cardboard
construction paper
clay
craft sticks
chenille stems
straws

toothpicks
paper clips
dowel
scissors
glue
tape

 Ask

What do you already know? What do you need to know to get started? Where can you 
find the information you need?

 

 Imagine

What are the possibilities? Come up with several different options.

 

 Plan

Choose an idea. Draw a model and label it. Consider making different models for each 
stage of construction or separate diagrams of more complex parts.
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 Plan

What are your steps? Use your drawing to guide your plan. Number your steps and write 
clearly so others can understand them.

 

 Create

Follow your plan to create your model. What worked? What didn’t? What did you need 
to change as you went through your plan? Why?

 

 Improve

How could you improve your model? Do you need to start over, or can you redo a 
single part? If it works, can it work even better? 

 

 Communicate

How well did it work? Is the problem solved? Write a statement to describe how your 
model meets the guidelines of the task and why it is successful.

 

 Reflect

How did you support the outer ring of the wheel where the seats would be located? 

 




